Lorene’s BEFORE Bio
As what Sadie Delany said, “Life is short, and it’s up to you to make it sweet.” If you
want happiness and financial success NOW, you can’t just sit around and wait for things
to happen to you. Not taking action could mean that you’ll be at the mercy of someone
else’s definition of financial prosperity.
There are never dull moments with the Money Maven, Lorene Collier Purcy.
She believes that boring lectures are best left in the four corners of the classroom. Not
only will she leave participants inspired, but she will also help them double their efforts
to achieve a “superstar” level of success and prosperity.
Today, she is one of the most sought after seminar facilitators. You can not deny the fact
that there are only a selected few who could TRULY inspire and make a difference in life
of a woman. With her burning passion for empowerment and inspiring, Lorene never
fails to motivate women about their financial truth.
If you don’t know how to make those powerful changes in your life, there’s always
someone qualified to help you. Let Lorene help you and the women around you. She will
show you how to achieve financial prosperity beyond your wildest dreams. Invite her to
any speaking engagement for your company, organization, special event or training.
The ABC’s of Financial Prosperity: Discover What’s Holding You Back from
Financial Victory
Your group will walk away with a sense of financial peace and learn how to implement 3
simple changes to their everyday lifestyle that will bring them relief from their money
pressures, transform their finances and free them from the financial trap that is
designed to keep them broke. They will discover the ease of breaking bad money
habits, curb impulses and more importantly master the idea that doing a little can add
up to a lot.
•
•
•

Acknowledge your money truth
Blueprint your foundation
Check your pocketbook for clues

Earning Money Without a Paycheck: How to Start and Keep Prosperity in Your
Pocketbook
Your group will learn the smart and simple way to think like an
“entrepreneur.” Participants will learn how to elevate their hustle and attract financial
success by honoring and pursuing their passion, interest and talents. They will be
introduced to a new way of earning money and keeping prosperity in their pocketbooks.
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Finding Balance: Reclaim Your Time and Start Living Life Limitless
Your group will walk away with a better understanding of life balance and learn useful
tips for making small changes for achieving a greater sense of fulfillment. They will be
able to identify what life balance means to them and how the choices they make impact
that sense of balance. Participants will develop a new perspective on how they can
achieve a more balanced life.
Transitions & Transformations: How to Prosper Despite of Change
Your group will walk away with a better awareness of how change impacts their lives.
They will learn strategies that will help them not just to survive a change, but how to
thrive in spite of the change. They will understand the change response and recognize
that many of their initial reactions to change are normal. Most importantly,
participation will walk away with a new understanding of change and how they can
adapt their behavior to thrive during the midst of change.
Visioning & Goal Designing: Design Your Tomorrow and Start Moving Toward
Your Goals Today
Successful people accomplish their goals in life by design and not by default. During this
presentation, your group will learn the importance of goal setting and some tips to
create a personal vision. Additionally, they will walk away with ideas for SMART goals
and how to put their goals into action.
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